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1. Introduction

  The adult industry is slated to reach a market cap value of over $300 Billion dollars, cumulatively, 
by 2025. During the last 20 years, with the rise of internet streaming, adult production studios have had to 
shift business models to meet current, industry challenges. Historically, the revenue behind the porn industry 
has driven technological innovation, for improvement of the visual and interactivity of adult material. This 
in turn has driven the tech industry, as a whole, towards total adoption. However, the shift from quality 
content cultivation to massive amounts of content, that provide little to no revenue themselves, has created 
a problem for adult entertainers and adult producers, themselves. How can you produce quality adult 
material, when the vast variety of the market can consume similar content, at a lower production value, for 
free? Where is the incentive to innovate and create? One method has been adult entertainers turning to 
smaller productions companies, that produce a range of free to paid material, that the creators produce, 
market, and sell, themselves. Another method has been, recently, to create your own content and list it on 
sites like ManyVids or OnlyFans. But, all of these methods are limited, in technology, vision, and scope.  

  Additionally, adult platforms, that do not utilize blockchain suffer from credit card 
chargebacks, predatory-merchant services contracts, and exorbitant processing fees. This is why 
Blockchain technology was chosen. Blockchain technology utilizes anonymous wallet addresses 
and trustless, automatic, traceable payment mechanics, that are immediate and verifiable. This 
helps to solve the problem, inherent in adult content creation, of getting paid for the content 
created. However, the blockchain products that exist, only tackle one or a few of these issues. 

  Taboo is the solution. Utilizing the unique phenomena of scarcity and exclusivity, along 
with a vision of quality, Taboo has developed a business plan and marketplace strategy that solves 
these endemic industry problems. Taboo’s answer is: the full integration of NFT blockchain technology, 
fiat on-ramp for easy purchase, Virtual Reality, and selective content listing. The current NFT Market 
Cap is $14,956,945,554.27, with a daily trading volume of $2,867,353,596.99. In the span of a year, 
from the beginning of 2021, to now, the NFT market value has become 4.7% of what the projected 
Adult Entertainment Cap will be. Both markets involve unique digital works, marketed by independent 
artists or performers, for sale to a public that seeks to consume as much digital content as possible. 

   Our business model is designed to take advantage of the psychological phenomena 
known as the “Endowment Effect” and “Psychological Inertia” created between buyers and sellers, 
with no firm valuation of a good, currently possessed by NFTs.. Gal, David (2018-10-06). “Opinion | Why 
Is Behavioral Economics So Popular?” Essentially, people can be incentivized to seek to own original 
items, as part of the Endowment Effect or the act of owning personal items. Psychological Inertia is 
created, when faced with a finite supply of original items, that people desire to buy. NFTs, thanks to 
the nature of blockchain technology, are, by their very nature, 100% unique, per each NFT minted. 
Much like limited edition albums made by someone’s favorite music artist. The adult entertainment 
industry and NFTs were made for each other. The psychological effects of ownership coupled with 
the sexual drive of adult content consumers, guarantee a market open for consumers of this product. 
Couple this with Taboo’s reliance upon a rigorous dedication to quality content and class, and you have 
the makings of a multi-billion dollar product.
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2. Taboo Positioning Statement

  At TABOO, nothing is forbidden. We plan to promote personal empowerment, inspiring our 
participants to be confident, happy, and excited to explore their taboo fantasies and hearts desires. 

  Our NFT Marketplace and media platform will be cross chain, utilizing layer 2 solution 
protocols with the lowest fees and fastest transactions. An asset bridge will be built, along with 
Version 1 of the marketplace, to bring ERC721 and ERC1155 compatible NFTs to the Taboo Ecosystem, 
on the Binance Smart Chain to allow everyone that has mistakenly chosen to use Opensea the ability 
to join where the real money will lies. Our Marketplace will be built on a cross-chain compatible 
platform, targeting networks like Polygon and Harmony and Fantom, who have expressed interest 
in our platform. We will also have a merchandise store where you can buy your favorite goodies. 
A unique forum will be made, too, with special incentives and rewards for generating traffic.  

  However, what is the biggest hurdle in the adult industry? Anyone with a camera can 
create erotic media. Our NFT marketplace tier system aims to create scarcity, in an oversaturated 
market. The more Taboo Tokens a person holds, the more content they can access, Similar to buying 
Diamond tier on Patreon. Each tier will grant access to more and more content, with the highest 
quality and most exclusive content contained at the highest tier for the most discerning of consumers.  

  In a similar manner, not every adult performer can list on our platform. From Super 
Models to Pornstar, we are selectively curating the most exclusive content creator list you 
have ever seen.There will be an application process in which any adult performer who wishes 
to be on our platform will have to qualify and obtain approval by us first. This selectivity and 
exclusivity will create a media platform of the utmost quality and soon everyone will understand 
why Taboo is the best in the industry. Buy, sell, interact, create, earn. The $TABOO way. 

a. Company Values: Taboo’s founders and core-staff are all serial entrepreneurs, from multiple 
industries that connected within the Cryptocurrency stratum. What everyone has in common is our 
commitment to excellence. Anyone can peddle flesh. But not everyone can truly sell fantasy. We 
are not providing a platform for every type of adult content that can be sold. Only the best content, 
with chosen content creators, in an environment of respect and comfort, for the creator and the 
consumer.

b. Product Differentiation: As stated, Taboo is not your standard adult token. Our marketplace 
development team is one of the best in the world. Powersoft, the Enjin Marketplace Development 
team. Our current models are international supermodels and Playboy Bunnies. We have planned a 
yield farming and . We have photographers, fashion designers, and make-up artists available for 
every content creator we invite to our platform, if they desire them. We have planned events, for 
top token holders, in the real world, beyond our platform. We are providing fantasy. Taboo is not 
exporting XXX content, as our primary product. 

 Taboo is selling the fantasy of exceptionally beautiful people, in the sexiest outfits (on and off their 
person), best make-up, and best locations, exclusively and only for us, with options for personalized 
content, full content streaming, and personal messaging, for consumers on our platform. Other 
adult sites are simply, selling porn. We are giving you a glimpse into the world of beautiful creatures, 
with the ability to interact and explore further. Our content creators are dreams, made flesh, and we 
intend to treat them with the class they deserve.

Taboo® Token Whitepaper 4
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c. Freedom of Expression:  Here at Taboo, we are very big on personal expression (within legal bounds). 
We urge all of our content creators to do whatever their hearts desire. Whatever makes them happy 
or profitable is what we accept. Each content creator will have the ability to create a subscription 
plan for loyal fans, at Tier 2, where users will have the opportunities to interact more closely, with 
their favorite models. NOTE** We of course draw the line at: Racism, Bigotry, Hatred, Anti-LGBTQA+, 
and anything generally damaging to the Taboo brand. Otherwise, our content creators can go wild 
with their creations!

 The same goes for our users. We are Taboo. We are the platform to explore what you really desire, in 
a setting both comfortable, and safe, to both the content creator and the consumer. 

d. Acceptance: One might ask, how a platform that screens its content creators and has a tiered 
staking model, for access, can be accepting? We at Taboo believe that people of all sexes, races, 
creeds, religions, and backgrounds, should not be ashamed of who and what they are sexually 
interested in. We curate our creators and our content, to protect the integrity of our brand, as the 
best, and protect, create an environment of comfort, for everyone on our platform. If someone is 
refused from our platform, it is, because we do not feel safe sharing them with our Brand and our 
community.

e. Model Treatment: Since every model that is allowed on our platform will be carefully screened for 
quality, Taboo must provide a superior experience for each one. As such, not only are we giving every 
model on our platform the opportunity for exclusive exposure, but we are also planning on multiple 
listing incentives, parties, and an opportunity to have fun, for future models, as our marketplace and 
company evolves. Everyone at Taboo will be treated equally and with the respect they are owed.

Taboo® Token Whitepaper 5
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3. Business Strategy Proposition

  At TABOO, nothing is forbidden. We plan to promote personal empowerment, inspiring our 
participants to be confident, happy, and excited to explore their taboo fantasies and hearts desires. 

  Our NFT Marketplace and media platform will be cross chain, utilizing layer 2 solution 
protocols with the lowest fees and fastest transactions. An asset bridge will be built, along with 
Version 1 of the marketplace, to bring ERC721 and ERC1155 compatible NFTs to the Taboo Ecosystem, 
on the Binance Smart Chain to allow everyone that has mistakenly chosen to use Opensea the ability 
to join where the real money will lies. Our Marketplace will be built on a cross-chain compatible 
platform, targeting networks like Polygon and Harmony and Fantom, who have expressed interest 
in our platform. We will also have a merchandise store where you can buy your favorite goodies. 
A unique forum will be made, too, with special incentives and rewards for generating traffic.  

  However, what is the biggest hurdle in the adult industry? Anyone with a camera can 
create erotic media. Our NFT marketplace tier system aims to create scarcity, in an oversaturated 
market. The more Taboo Tokens a person holds, the more content they can access, Similar to buying 
Diamond tier on Patreon. Each tier will grant access to more and more content, with the highest 
quality and most exclusive content contained at the highest tier for the most discerning of consumers.  

  In a similar manner, not every adult performer can list on our platform. From Super 
Models to Pornstar, we are selectively curating the most exclusive content creator list you 
have ever seen.There will be an application process in which any adult performer who wishes 
to be on our platform will have to qualify and obtain approval by us first. This selectivity and 
exclusivity will create a media platform of the utmost quality and soon everyone will understand 
why Taboo is the best in the industry. Buy, sell, interact, create, earn. The $TABOO way. 

a. Decentralized Finance Protocols: We have inserted syrup-style yield farming pools into our 
Marketplace Development Plan. The purpose is to allow users to stake $TABOO Tokens on the Taboo 
Marketplace. The reward for this is:

i. There are syrup style staking and yield farming pools. Stake $TABOO and earn MORE  
$TABOO. It gives participants an opportunity to receive more Taboo, than they might be able 
to afford, to reach higher tiers.

1. These staking protocols are at the heart of the reward system, to incentivize platform 
investment and utilization, and increase the probability of reaching higher tiers, for 
average investors. 

 We will add additional pools for sponsored token packages, thereby generating advertising revenue, 
users, and holders. 

 We will also add additional pools, for each chain specific token developed and launched, on each 
successive, compatible cross-chain integration.

b. Payment Processing: One of the big challenges, in both crypto and content creation is payment. We have 
a built in Fiat to Crypto onramp, that using third party integration software, we will be able to provide:

i. The opportunity to purchase limited, $TABOO trading pairs (i.e. Taboo/USDT), for users that 
don’t own any crypto, in order to interact on our platform, through the use of direct bank wire 
and credit card.
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ii. Content Creators that wish to cash out their earnings, may do so through the Fiat on-ramp, 
subject to all national and international regulations.

iii. Finally, our Marketplace payment methods are immediate and trustless. There is no 2-day 
waiting period for payment. All NFT sales and purchases are immediately transferred to the 
creator’s account, minus the Platform’s 8% processing fee.

d. Virtual Reality Functionality: Virtual Reality is set to, as the technology advances, become the next 
big market item for the adult entertainment industry. Naturally, Taboo intends to be on the forefront 
of this, with VR functionality, built into our Platform. As NFTs and VR mature further, we intend to be 
on the front lines of this innovative technology.

i. Note** Individual showrooms, VR Rooms, and similar experiences are planned, but will require 
software development, beyond the scope of our current Roadmap (current as of July 2021).

e. Taboo Magazine/E-Zine: Taboo intends to challenge the great Playboy Magazine, for a seat at the 
table, with its own periodical. We plan to incorporate legitimate journalism, fashion, as well as our 
lovely models, into the pages of our periodical. It will be both current and informationally valuable, 
for the modern person. 

f. Radio Show: Taboo is going to create a weekly/bimonthly radio show, wherein a male and/or female 
and/or other will host episodic shows, discussing Taboo topics, with full authority to dig into them, 
as much as he/she/they desire. This will be an informational show, with a goal of helping educate the 
rest of the world about the adult industry, women, life, love, and everything TABOO.

g. Social Engagements: Taboo will be hosting parties at its very own Taboo Mansion. There are several 
designated and chosen locations, but the team has decided to keep this secret, until the time is ripe. 
There will also be online meetups, for the Covid-19 Conscious, parties to support Trade Shows, and 
more! This is the benefit for being a member of the Fourth Tier of our tiered model. Users get to 
come be a part of Taboo, with the models, parties, and locations. Treated like the VIPs we consider 
them to be.

Taboo® Token Whitepaper 7
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4. Marketplace Ecosystem and Strategy

a. Features: Disambiguated

i. NFT Marketplace Interoperability Platform.

1.  To be built on Plasma or a similar platform, to make cross-chain easy to accomplish.

2. Fiat to Crypto on-ramp capabilities.

3. Syrup Pool style staking for the Taboo Token.

4. Farming Pool style staking, for choice coins, from outside our platform, to generate the 
Taboo token, depending on purpose of pool and current Taboo ecosystem environment.

a. Low, as possible, transaction fees, with every transaction on these pools, to maximize 
pool potential and minimize unnecessary user costs.

5. Ability to support NFT 721 and NFT 1155, as well as standard media, like streaming, pictures, etc.

6. Virtual Reality Compatibility with the platform media.

a. We are exploring the concept of personal VR showrooms, for viewing and display of 
your Taboo collections, with fully customizable features.

7. Mobile Compatibility, for a mobile use experience.

8. Seamless FT to NFT transactions.

ii. Taboo Marketplace Tier System

1. First, each Tier will have the ability for content creators to sell their content either a la carte 
or as part of a subscription service, priced per tier, to allow for flexible pricing for both users 
and content creators. The subscriptions may be adjusted by content creators, upward, but 
there will be a minimum amount that must be charged per tier, allowing for selective pricing.

a. NOTE* all staking amounts and dollar quotes in this document are all preliminary and 
subject to change at any time to fit Taboo’s goals.

b. NOTE** If a user does not hold TABOO in their wallet, in the specified amounts, they 
cannot access Tiers 2-4.

2. Tier 1: FREE. No holding requirements. Grants access to free teaser materials, of higher 
tiers. As well as, certain types of content, each content creator has decided to place here. 
The SFW tier. Lewds, lingerie, Cosplay, and anything else our content creators desire.

a. Ability to enter into Taboo giveaways, contests, and other events.

b. Access to the Taboo Member’s Forum section.

Taboo Marketplace 
Tier System

Ability to support 
NFT 721 and NFT 1155 
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c. Ability to peruse the content creator selection, crafted specifically by Taboo for our 
members, for any content those creators have decided to place on Tier 1.

d. Access to any sort of erotic stories, games, or other interactive material each content 
creator makes available, at this tier.

e. 10% fee for every transaction.

3. Tier 2: A minimum of $1,000, in Taboo, held in the user’s wallet or staked on the platform. 
Grants access to the NSFW content level. This would be full nudes, any sort of hot naked 
action, solo play, strip teases, and anything shy of pornographic material. It also grants 
access to any free material Taboo releases, that is full nude, solo play, strip teases, edging, 
or other similar materials.

a. Everything in Tier 1.

b. Grants access to Chat with your favorite content creators.

c. This can be video chat or simply text, in a group chat, according to the content creators’ 
preferences.

d. 2x chance to win in Taboo giveaways, contests, and other events.

e. 10% discount on anything in the Taboo Merchandise Store.

f. You also gain access to some of the more exclusive content that each content creator 
deems worthy of being a Tier 2 item.

g. 7.5% fee on every transaction.

Taboo wallet

discount on
Taboo Merchandise 

Store

fee on every 
transaction

Minimum 

Grants access to the 
NSFW content level & 

Taboo releases
Chance to win in 
Taboo giveaways

$1,000

10%

7.5%

2x
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fee on every 
transaction

5%

discount on
Taboo Merchandise 

Store

15%
Grants access to the private 

Chat with your favorite 
content creator

4. Tier 3: A minimum of $5,000, in $TABOO held in a user’s wallet or staked on the platform. 
Grants access to the XXX part of the platform. This is where the explicit sexual content 
will be contained. Any sort of sexually explicit material that our content creators want to 
provide. Videos, Video NFTs, sexually explicit pictures, and anything else content creators 
wish to provide.

a. Everything in Tier 1 and 2.

b. Grants access to private Chat with your favorite content creator. Video chat is 
guaranteed, if the content creator opts to use this level.

c. 3x chance to win in Taboo giveaways, contests, and other events.

d. Access to private messaging with your favorite content creator.

e. Access to personal requests, with your favorite content creator. Be it a pair of panties, 
shorts, them to read you a story you wrote, or anything else the content creator is 
willing to entertain.

f. Access to Exclusive Taboo Online Events.

g. 15% additional discount on anything in the Taboo Merchandise Store.

h. 5% fees for every transaction.

i. Most importantly, this tier is where some of the more exclusive content is held, 
depending on the content creator’s preferences.

Taboo wallet

Minimum 

$5,000

Chance to win in 
Taboo giveaways3x
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5. Tier 4: A minimum of $10,000 in Taboo held in a user’s wallet or staked on the platform.

a. Everything in Tiers 1, 2, and 3.

b. 2.5% fee on every transaction.

c. Access, as a guest, to Taboo Private Events, either online or out in the world.

d. Chances to possibly meet your favorite content creators, at parties held by Taboo, in 
a safe and controlled environment, for everyone.

e. Invites to parties at the Taboo Mansion. (Locations designated, simply not announced 
yet)

f. Also, the opportunity to buy the most exclusive elements of our most exclusive models’ 
collections. That you cannot get, anywhere else.

Taboo wallet

Minimum 

$10,000
Access, as a 

guest, to Taboo 
Private Events

Invites to parties at 
the Taboo Mansion

fee on every 
transaction

2.5%

iii. Additional Token (Release Date TBA).

1. There will be a limited governance token created, as a reward to Taboo Stakers, to be used 
in the following ways:

2. people that refer persons to Taboo’s varied services,

3. Currency on other platforms, outside of Taboo,

4. Tipping and rewarding content creators for performances, messages, or anything else,

5. Voting on upcoming content creators, as to whether we should bring them onto the platform 
or not.

6. Participating in events that do not require Taboo Tokens, to participate in.

7. This will be a later addition to the Marketplace, to be implemented, once the Marketplace is 
up and operating.
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iv. Monetization Strategy.

1. The Taboo platform will be an open, advertisement platform. Our intention is to support our 
fellow crypto and adult industry startups, keep the theme consistent, but available. So, ad 
space will be provided on the landing page, as well as throughout the platform.

a. Not enough to be invasive, but enough to generate decent revenue.

2. We will also provide a space for new crypto coins to place their name, much like CoinSniper 
or similar platforms. We started from nothing and appreciate the difficulty of building an 
opportunity in this space. We are here to help our industry fellows promote their coins.

a. We, however, have no plans to investigate or curate this list, at this time, to test for 
rugs, honeypots, or anything similar. Purely informational.

b. As an adult industry coin, we will favor all adult industry related coins, and will provide 
farming pools for these coins, within the platform, that will generate our governance 
token, as well as collaborative marketing. The purpose is to grow the adult crypto 
industry, as much as possible. 

i. This brings more people to our platform, and provides participation tokens, which 
benefits Taboo as a whole.

ii. Additionally, it brings the possibility of sponsored referral campaigns to benefit 
both Taboo and the sponsored token, through increased platform engagement.

iii. Competition is not something to kill. It is something to nurture, as it brings out the 
best in both innovation and customer expectation.

3. Taboo will take a transaction fee/commission fee off any content sold on the marketplace. 

a. This will be determined at a later date, when 
the marketplace is up and going. It will be 
competitive, in comparison with other industry 
marketplaces.

b. All free content will be free of any commission 
from us, minus whatever transaction fees come 
along with claiming it.

4. Taboo will earn a set percentage portion of every 
subscription, based on the price of each subscription. 
This will be competitively priced.

5. Taboo will also earn revenue off of Merchandise sales, 
including sponsored or promoted sales, through its 
Merchandise Store. This will be determined on an ad 
hoc basis.

6. All content created by Models or other creators, will be owned by that creator or model, 
outright. Unless the content was created, specifically for Taboo, the content will be owned 
by the content creator, including future and past royalties, for sale. However, Taboo does and 
will reserve the right to use any content placed upon the website for display and marketing 
purposes, to help promote Taboo and its platform.
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b. Use of TABOO Token: The purpose of the syrup and farming pools is to provide easy valuation of 
the Taboo platform, in the form of TVL, through staking TABOO tokens. As Taboo will be the means 
to purchase Officially created Taboo NFTs, Merchandise Store, Specific events and products, it will 
keep Taboo liquid within the Taboo ecosystem, incentivizing people to not stake all their tokens, so 
they can purchase products. The staking also allows for people to farm our TABOO token, to increase 
its use and liquidity, within the platform itself, as well as the number of holders, for use on and off the 
platform.

c. Coin Listing Service:  The purpose of this is to draw sponsors, within the Cryptocurrency community, 
to the Platform, by allowing coins to seek visibility through upvotes, yield farms generating Taboo 
ecosystem tokens, and advertisement banners/posts. It will allow Taboo to help foster multi-industry 
coin development and cooperation, along with providing mutual visibility, and revenue to Taboo, for 
further infrastructure improvements and programs. No other coin is seeking to provide the same 
product we are, so we do not see anyone as a direct competitor, in the cryptocurrency sphere. The 
overall purpose is to aid the growth of the adult industry, on blockchain, to keep it at the cutting 
edge of technology.

d. 4 Tiered System Purpose: The purpose of this system is similar to the monetization theory of Patreon, 
but imminently more profitable. By providing both liquidity and value to the Taboo ecosystem, 
Token holders and stakers will be able to access different levels of content, through direct platform 
support. By making certain types of content exclusive to each tier, it creates artificial scarcity. Only 
those willing and able to provide the most value to the Taboo ecosystem are able to access the 
most exclusive content on the platform. This not only increases the value of Taboo but increases 
the value of each content creator, as well as their earning potential. The goal is to create recession 
proof economic, price points.

e. Purpose of Planned Secondary Token (Release Date TBA): A secondary token is planned, for the 
future. The secondary token will be farmed through staking or purchased, via fiat, on platform, as 
on-platform currency. But it also exists to provide a less expensive, more liquid option to tip, donate, 
or otherwise express a user’s gratitude to their favorite content creator. Similar to the modern live 
streamer appreciation system, you can shower your favorite creator in this particular token, during 
live shows, chat sessions, etc. It also provides an alternative payment method to using TABOO 
to purchase custom content from your favorite content creator. NFTs that are custom made for 
a creator’s community, will be purchasable through either TABOO or this secondary token. This 
token will be purely currency, un-stakeable, purchasable using fiat, to be used as organic economic 
participation, within the Taboo Ecosystem, including Taboo’s future platform partners.

i.  There is also a planned governance feature, using this token. We intend to allow the community 
to help choose who should be featured on our platform. Along with pricing features, pursuant 
to the tiered system, and content types. The governance of the marketplace will be shared with 
the community.

ii.  *NOTE: This is something that will be investigated, after the launch of Marketplace V2. 
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f. Criteria of Content Creator Selection (Pre-Phase 2 Marketplace): We are not choosing our creators, 
simply by how beautiful they are. At this phase in Taboo’s development we are seeking value. Content 
creators willing to grow with Taboo, help bring new content creators, as well as provide content. 
Right now, we are focused on collecting top talent, to populate our marketplace, when it finally 
launches. We are not a straight Porn platform, so are not seeking to partner with major Pornstars, 
right now, as our primary focus is on non-xxx content. We will have an option for XXX content, but it 
will be later once our brand has been established.
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5. Social Incentives
  What makes people bond to a product, that is primarily digital, better than anything else? 
Personal interaction. Users that are able to access Tier 4, of our platform, will have access to the 
following benefits:

VIP Treatment at every 
Taboo Party, with free 

drinks and food.

Invites to the Taboo 
Mansion, when events are 

announced.

A welcome package, to be 
provided to each member 

that RSVPs 

Invites to Taboo parties, 
at trade events around the 

world.

Our first event, and 
provides us with their 

hotel booking info.

The ability to meet and 
greet our models, in 

person.
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6. TABOO TOKEN Tokenomics
  The inaugural distribution of the TABOO token was conducted via a public presale in order 
to provide the initial liquidity for trading. Half of the proceeds from the public sale were appropriated to 
the liquidity fund prior to launch and locked for an initial period of six months to ensure protection from 
rug-pulls.

Tokenomics

Redistribution

4% 
of every transaction is 

added to liquidity

2% 
of every transaction is 
redistributed amongst 

holders

Token type 

BEP-20

Total 
Initial 

Supply

Token 
Contract

Burn 

1%

10,000,000,000

600,000,000

600,000,000

1,800,000,000 

0x9abdba20edfba06b782126b4d8d72a5853918fd0

Token Ticker 

$TABOO
TABOO
TOKEN

of every 
transaction is 

burned

Marketing fund

Development fund

Team fund

***NOTE: The reflective tax currently 
contained in the TABOO token’s 
solidity code will be REMOVED, 
upon the launch of our staking/yield 
farming economics, since it will no 
longer be necessary.
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7. NFT Marketplace Timeline
Targeted Chains to Include

Estimated 
Marketplace 
Development Timeline 
and Features

SOLAvalanche

Polygon
Harmony

ETH

Confirmation 
of the entire 

scope

Design interface 
for DeFi, NFT, Token 

sale platform

• Home page
• Staking
• Farms
• Syrup Pool
• Governance Token page
• Wallet connectivity

• Staking
• Farms
• Syrup Pool
• NFT Contracts
• Voting Contract

Secondary 
Token

Commencement 
of Smart 

contracts based 
on the agreed 

scope for every 
feature.

Initiation 
of Token 

development

Storyboard 
Preparation 

for the whole 
project
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Milestone 2 
• DeFi | NFT marketplace | Token sale 

platform
1. Demo link preparation with minimal  

 features as above
2. DeFi features

• NFT features with basic functions
• Completion of Token Development
• Admin Panel Development
• Management of Users
• Management of Content creators
• Management of the Tokens
• Wallets management
• CMS pages & Email templates
• FAQ management
• Providing Demo link with the major 

functionalities

Milestone 3 
DeFi | NFT | Token sale | Stake | Farms | 
Tier 1 to Tier 4 with basic features
• Admin Panel completion
• Basic Testing of the functionalities 

implemented
• Providing Testnet Contracts > DeFi 

Contracts in any 2 chainz

Milestone 1 
TABOO token (2) NFT721 & NFT1155
• Conversion of Design interface to 

functionalities as per the agreed 
Storyboard

Milestone 5
• Integration of Contracts into the 

platform after client’s confirmation
• Tokens Integration
• Testing of the entire workflow
• Complete Testing

Milestone 4 
• DeFi contracts in other chains
• NFT contracts in all agreed chains

Milestone 6
• Deployment of files in Client environment
• Testing in Live
• Files handover & project delivery

1

2

3

4

5

6
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**In order to ensure the safety of consumers and creators alike, content creators and users will adhere to all age 
verification laws in order to post and access content on the Taboo Marketplace. Creators will be required to submit 
valid government identification for verification in the creator portal directly on our website using a secure, third-party 
professional ID verification provider API who will provide a report back to Taboo with the results of the verification*. 
 
 *Taboo staff will never see your private information and/or sensitive data such as passport or driver’s license. *
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Q1 2021
Conceptualize and 
actualize the framework 
and foundations of 
Taboo Token. 

Q1 

Q3

Q4 

Q1 

Q2

Q1 2022
• Integrate each additional

blockchain’s SDK, that
we can, to improve
interoperability.

• Travel to Trade Shows,
presentations

• Private Parties
• Full VR Integration

Q2 2021 
• Launch official website
• Create official social media accounts

(Telegram, Twitter, etc)
• Conduct presale
• launch $TABOO on PancakeSwap and

lock liquidity for 6 months on Unicrypt
• Begin aggressive marketing campaign

to build the TABOO community and
increase TABOO holders

• Distribute airdrops to raise awareness
of TABOO in the crypto community

• Begin partnerships with exclusive
models and adult industry stars

• Tech-rate Audit
• Develop and release whitepaper V1.0
• Apply for listings on CoinMarketCap,

CoinGecko, Blockfolio and Delta.

Q4 2021
• Release official

merchandise store
• Launch V2 of Taboo NFT

Marketplace with integrated
KYC for content creators,
and all listed features

Q3 2021
• Deploy premium TABOO holder tier programs

for exclusive NFT content + giveaways/
programs to own them

• Secure listings on Global and North American
based top CEXs (Gate.io, HotBit(Success),
and others)

• Launch TABOO farming and staking portals
(under development)

• Launch V1 of Taboo NFT Marketplace (under
development)

• Continue with aggressive social media
campaigns and launch ad campaigns

• Begin talks with leading online adult
entertainment websites for potential
partnerships

• Release Certik audit
• Complete Website Overhaul, in preparation

for V1 Launch
• Cast our Podcast Show Hostess
• Begin Developing the Taboo Monthly

periodical

8. Road Map
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9.  Team

James 
CMO/CEO

Eli 
Social Media Manager

Paul
Graphics/NFT Designer

Majid 
COO/Business strategist 

Nonversate 
Executive Assistant

Khloe Terae 
Ambassador/Media development

OGFoody 
Press/Legal Aid 

Mat C 
Community Manager
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10. Official links

• Website: 
https://taboo.community

• PancakeSwap 
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/
swap?outputCurrency=0x9abDbA20EdFbA06B782126b4D8d72A5853918FD0

• Telegram 
https://t.me/TABOO_OFFICIAL

• Telegram Announcement Channel 
https://t.me/TABOOOFFICIAL

• Twitter 
https://twitter.com/TABOOOFFICIAL2

• TikTok 
https://www.tiktok.com/@tabootoken?lang=en

• Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/TABOO_OFFICIAL/

• YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdNC5ODDYkRTbDfS8DlTq8Q

• Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/taboo.token/

• Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/Taboo-Token-Community-102017382119331

• BSCScan: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9abdba20edfba06b782126b4d8d72a5853918fd0
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11. DISCLAIMER

KINDLY READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING IN THIS WHITEPAPER CONSTITUTES LEGAL, TAX, 
FINANCIAL, AND/OR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE. AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT A PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR 
BEFORE ENGAGING IN ACTIVITY CONNECTED WITH THIS DOCUMENT. NEITHER Taboo Token, ANY OF 
THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE Taboo Token PLATFORM, NOR SERVICE 
PROVIDERS SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER 
IN CONNECTION WITH THIS DOCUMENT, THE WEBSITE, OR OTHER MATERIALS PUBLISHED UNDER 
Taboo Token NAME.

ELIGIBILITY
You are not eligible to purchase any Taboo token in the Taboo Token Initial
Decentralized Offering and Public Sale (as referred to in this Whitepaper) if you are a
citizen, resident (tax or otherwise), or green card holder of the United States of
America or Singapore, or any country where trading of cryptocurrency token is
Illegal.

NO ADVICE
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to
sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the Team to sell any Taboo tokens nor shall it
or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon
in connection with, any contract or investment decision. No information in this
Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, and financial or tax advice
regarding Taboo Token, the Taboo tokens, any additional tokens developed or launched, and the Taboo 
Initial Token Sale.
You should consult your own legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisers regarding Taboo Token 
and its respective businesses and operations, the Taboo tokens, the Taboo Private and Public Token 
Sale, and the Taboo Token and all upcoming tokens, platforms, pools, or other interactive platform 
aspects. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of 
Taboo tokens for an indefinite period.

NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE
No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not
contained in this Whitepaper in connection with Taboo Token and its respective
businesses and operations, the Taboo tokens, the Taboo Private and Public Token
Sales, any additional tokens that may be developed and, if given, such information or representation 
must not be relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Taboo Token. The Taboo Private 
and Public Token Sale (as referred to in the Whitepaper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute 
a continuing representation or create any suggestion or implication that there has been no change, 
or development reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, conditions and prospects 
of Taboo Token or in any statement of fact or information contained in this Whitepaper since the date 
hereof.
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NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and
is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in
securities in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or
binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be
accepted based on this Whitepaper. Any agreement concerning the sale and
purchase of Taboo tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only
the T&Cs of such agreement and no other document. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.
REGULATION
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out
in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws,
regulatory requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or
dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules have been complied with.


